We describe a word alignment platform which ensures text pre-processing (tokenization, POS-tagging, lemmatization, chunking, sentence alignment) as required by an accurate word alignment. The platform combines two different methods, producing distinct alignments. The basic word aligners are described in some details and are individually evaluated. The union of the individual alignments is subject to a filtering postprocessing phase. Two different filtering methods are also presented. The evaluation shows that the combined word alignment contains 10.75% less errors than the best individual aligner.
Introduction
It is almost a truism that more decision makers, working together, are likely to find a better solution than when working alone. Dieterich (1998) discusses conditions under which different decisions (in his case classifications) may be combined for obtaining a better result. Essentially, a successful automatic combination method would require comparable performance for the decision makers and, additionally, that they should not make similar errors. This idea has been exploited by various NLP researchers in language modelling, statistical POS tagging, parsing, etc.
We developed two quite different word aligners, driven by two distinct objectives: the first one was motivated by a project aiming at the development of an interlingually aligned set of wordnets while the other one was developed within an SMT ongoing project. The first one was used for validating, against a multilingual corpus, the interlingual synset equivalences and also for WSD experiments. Although, initially, it was concerned only with open class words recorded in a wordnet, turning it into an "all words" aligner was not a difficult task. This word aligner, called YAWA is described in section 3.
A quite different approach from the one used by YAWA, is implemented in our second word aligner, called MEBA, described in section 4. It is a multiple parameter and multiple step algorithm using relevance thresholds specific to each parameter, but different from each step to the other. The implementation of MEBA was strongly influenced by the notorious five IBM models described in (Brown et al. 1993) . We used GIZA++ (Och and Ney 2000; Och and Ney, 2003) to estimate different parameters of the MEBA aligner.
The alignments produced by MEBA were compared to the ones produced by YAWA and evaluated against the Gold Standard (GS) 1 annotations used in the Word Alignment Shared Tasks (Romanian-English track) organized at HLT-NAACL2003 (Mihalcea and Pedersen 2003) .
Given that the two aligners are based on quite different models and that their F-measures are comparable, it was quite a natural idea to combine their results and hope for an improved alignment. Moreover, by analyzing the alignment errors done by each word aligner, we found that the number of common mistakes was small, so the premises for a successful combination were very good (Dieterich, 1998) . The Combined Word Aligner, COWAL-described in section 5, is a wrapper of the two aligners (YAWA and MEBA) merging the individual alignments and filtering the result. At the Shared Task on Word Alignment organized by the ACL2005 Workshop on "Building and Using Parallel Corpora: Data-driven Machine Translation and Beyond" (Martin, et al. 2005) , we participated (on the Romanian-English track) with the two aligners and the combined one (COWAL). Out of 37 competing systems, COWAL was rated the first, MEBA the 20 th and TREQ-AL (Tufi et al. 2003) , the former version of YAWA, was rated the 21 st . The usefulness of the aligner combination was convincingly demonstrated.
Meanwhile, both the individual aligners and their combination were significantly improved. COWAL is now embedded into a larger platform that incorporates several tools for bitexts preprocessing (briefly reviewed in section 2), a graphical interface that allows for comparing and editing different alignments, as well as a word sense disambiguation module.
The bitext processing
The two base aligners and their combination use the same format for the input data and provide the alignments in the same format. The input format is obtained from two raw texts that represent reciprocal translations. If not already sentence aligned, the two texts are aligned by our sentence aligner that builds on Moore's aligner (Moore, 2002) but which unlike it, is able to recover the non-one-to-one sentence alignments. The texts in each language are then tokenized, tagged and lemmatized by the TTL module (Ion, 2006) . More often than not, the translation equivalents have the same part-of speech, but relying on such a restriction would seriously affect the alignment recall. However, when the translation equivalents have different parts of speech, this difference is not arbitrary. During the training phase, we estimated POS affinities: {p(POS m RO |POS n EN )} and p(POS n EN |POS m RO )} and used them to filter out improbable translation equivalents candidates.
The next pre-processing step is represented by sentence chunking in both languages. The chunks are recognized by a set of regular expressions defined over the tagsets and they correspond to (non-recursive) noun phrases, adjectival phrases, prepositional phrases and verb complexes (analytical realization of tense, aspect mood and diathesis and phrasal verbs). Finally, the bitext is assembled as an XML document , which is the standard input for most of our tools, including COWAL alignment platform.
YAWA
YAWA is a three stage lexical aligner that uses bilingual translation lexicons and phrase boundaries detection to align words of a given bitext. The translation lexicons are generated by a different module, TREQ (Tufi , 2002) , which generates translation equivalence hypotheses for the pairs of words (one for each language in the parallel corpus) which have been observed occurring in aligned sentences more than expected by chance. The hypotheses are filtered by a loglikelihood score threshold. Several heuristics (string similarity-cognates, POS affinities and alignments locality 2 ) are used in a competitive linking manner (Melamed, 2001) to extract the most likely translation equivalents.
YAWA generates a bitext alignment by incrementally adding new links to those created at the end of the previous stage. The existing links act as contextual restrictors for the new added links. From one phase to the other new links are added without deleting anything. This monotonic process requires a very high precision (at the price of a modest recall) for the first step. The next two steps are responsible for significantly improving the recall and ensuring an increased F-measure.
In the rest of this section we present the three stages of YAWA and evaluate the contribution of each of them to the final result.
Phase 1: Content Words Alignment
YAWA begins by taking into account only very probable links that represent the skeleton alignment used by the second phase. This alignment is done using outside resources such as translation lexicons and involves only the alignment of content words (nouns, verbs, adjective and adverbs).
The translation equivalence pairs are ranked according to an association score (i.e. loglikelihood, DICE, point-wise mutual informa-2 The alignments locality heuristics exploits the observation made by several researchers that adjacent words of a text in the source language tend to align to adjacent words in the target language. A more strict alignment locality constraint requires that all alignment links starting from a chunk in the one language end in a chunk in the other language. tion, etc.). We found that the best filtering of the translation equivalents was the one based on the log-likelihood (LL) score with a threshold of 9.
Each translation unit (pair of aligned sentences) of the target bitext is scanned for establishing the most likely links based on a competitive linking strategy that takes into account the LL association scores given by the TREQ translation lexicon. If a candidate pair of words is not found in the translation lexicon, we compute their orthographic similarity (cognate score (Tufi , 2002) ). If this score is above a predetermined threshold (for Romanian-English task we used the empirically found value of 0.43), the two words are treated as if they existed in the translation lexicon with a high association score (in practice we have multiplied the cognate score by 100 to yield association scores in the range 0 .. 100). The Figure 1 exemplifies the links created between two tokens of a parallel sentence by the end of the first phase. 
Phase 2: Chunks Alignment
The second phase requires that each part of the bitext is chunked. In our Romanian-English experiments, this requirement was fulfilled by using a set of regular expressions defined over the tagsets used in the target bitext. These simple chunkers recognize noun phrases, prepositional phrases, verbal and adjectival or adverbial groupings of both languages.
In this second phase YAWA produces first chunk-to-chunk matching and then aligns the words within the aligned chunks. Chunk alignment is done on the basis of the skeleton alignment produced in the first phase. The algorithm is simple: align two chunks c(i) in source language and c(j) in the target language if c(i) and c(j) have the same type (noun phrase, prepositional phrase, verb phrase, adjectival/adverbial phrase) and if there exist a
link w(s), w(t) so that w(s) c(i) then w(t) c(j).
After alignment of the chunks, a language pair dependent module takes over to align the unaligned words belonging to the chunks. Our module for the Romanian-English pair of languages contains some very simple empirical rules such as: if b is aligned to c and b is preceded by a, link a to c, unless there exist d in the same chunk with c and the POS category of d has a significant affinity with the category of a. The simplicity of these rules derives from the shallow structures of the chunks. In the above example b and c are content words while a is very likely a determiner or a modifier for b. The result of the second alignment phase, considering the same sentence in Figure 1 , is shown in Figure 2 This phase identifies contiguous sequences of words (blocks) in each part of the bitext which remain unaligned and attempts to heuristically match them. The main criteria used to this end are the POS-affinities of the remaining unaligned words and their relative positions. Let us illustrate, using the same example and the result shown in Figure 2 , how new links are added in this last phase of the alignment. At the end of phase 2 the blocks of consecutive words that remain to be aligned are: English {en 0 = (you), en 1 = (that), en 2 = (is, not), en 3 = (and), en 4 = (.)} and Romanian {ro 0 = (), ro 1 = (c ), ro 2 = (nu, e), ro 3 = ( i), ro 4 = (.)}. The mapping of source and target unaligned blocks depends on two conditions: that surrounding chunks are already aligned and that pairs in candidate unaligned blocks have significant POS-affinity. For instance in the figure above, blocks en 1 = (that) and ro 1 = (c ) satisfy the above conditions because they appear among already aligned chunks (<'ll notice> <ve i observa> and <Dâncu 's generosity> <gene-rozitatea lui Dâncu>) and they contain words with the same POS.
After block alignment 3 , given a pair of aligned blocks, the algorithm links words with the same POS and then the phase 2 is called again with these new links as the skeleton alignment. In Figure 3 is shown the result of phase 3 alignment of the sentence we used as an example throughout this section. The new links are shown (as before) by double lines.
Figure 3: Alignment after the third step The third phase is responsible for significant improvement of the alignment recall, but it also generates several wrong links. The detection of some of them is quite straightforward, and we added an additional correction phase 3.f. By analysing the bilingual training data we noticed the translators' tendency to preserve the order of the phrasal groups. We used this finding (which might not be valid for any language pair) as a removal heuristics for the links that cross two or more aligned phrase groups. One should notice that the first word in the English side of the example in Figure 3 ("you") remained unaligned (interpreted as not translated in the Romanian side). According to the Gold Standard used for evaluation in the ACL2005 shared task, this interpretation was correct, and therefore, for the example in Figure 3 , the F-measure for the YAWA alignment was 100%.
However, Romanian is a pro-drop language and although the translation of the English pronoun is not lexicalized in Romanian, one could argue that the auxiliary "ve i" should be aligned also to the pronoun "you" as it incorporates the grammatical information carried by the pronoun. Actually, MEBA (as exemplified in Figure 4 ) produced this multiple token alignment (and was penalized for it!).
Performance analysis
The table that follows presents the results of the YAWA aligner at the end of each alignment phase. Although the Precision decreases from one phase to the next one, the Recall gains are significantly higher, so the F-measure is monotonically increasing. Table 2 : MEBA evaluation The score of a candidate link (LS) between a source token i and a target token j is computed by a linear function of several features scores (Tiedemann, 2003) . Each feature has defined a specific significance threshold, and if the feature's value is below this threshold, the contribution to the LS of the current link of the feature in case is nil.
The thresholds of the features and lambdas are different from one iteration to the others and they are set by the user during the training and system fine-tuning phases. There is also a general threshold for the link scores and only the links that have the LS above this threshold are retained in the bitext alignment. Given that this condition is not imposing unique source or target indexes, the resulting alignment is inherently many-tomany.
In the following subsections we briefly discuss the main features we use in characterising a link.
Translation equivalence
This feature may be used for two types of preprocessed data: lemmatized or non-lemmatized input. Depending on the input format, MEBA invokes GIZA++ to build translation probability lists for either lemmas or the occurrence forms of the bitext 4 . Irrespective of the lemmatisation option, the considered token for the translation model build by GIZA++ is the respective lexical item (lemma or wordform) trailed by its POS tag (eg. plane_N, plane_V, plane_A) . In this way we avoid data sparseness and filter noisy data. For instance, in case of highly inflectional languages (as Romanian is) the use of lemmas significantly reduces the data sparseness. For languages with weak inflectional character (as English is) the POS trailing contributes especially to the filtering the search space. A further way of removing the noise created by GIZA++ is to filter out all the translation pairs below a LL-threshold. We made various experiments and, based on the estimated ratio between the number of false negatives and false positive, empirically set the value of this threshold to 6. All the probability losses by this filtering were redistributed proportionally to their initial probabilities to the surviving translation equivalence candidates.
Translation equivalence entropy score
The translation equivalence relation is a semantic one and it directly addresses the notion of word sense. One of the Zipffian laws prescribes a skewed distribution of the senses of a word occurring several times in a coherent text. We used this conjecture as a highly informative information source for the validity of a candidate link. The translation equivalence entropy score is a favouring parameter for the words that have few high probability translations. Since this feature is definitely sensitive to the order of the lexical items, we compute an average value for the link: ES(A)+ ES(B). Currently we use = =0.5, but it might be interesting to see, depending on different language pairs, how the performance of the aligner would be affected by a different settings of these parameters. 
Part-of-speech affinity
In faithful translations the translated words tend to be translated by words of the same part-ofspeech. When this is not the case, the different POSes, are not arbitrary. The part of speech affinity, P(cat(A)|cat(B), can be easily computed from a gold standard alignment. Obviously, this is a directional feature, so an averaging operation is necessary in order to ascribe this feature to a link: PA= P(cat(A)|cat(B)) + P(cat(B)|cat(A)). Again, we used = =0.5 but different values of these weights might be worthwhile investigating.
Cognates
The similarity measure, COGN(T S , T T ), is implemented as a Levenstein metric. Using the COGN test as a filtering device is a heuristic based on the cognate conjecture, which says that when the two tokens of a translation pair are orthographically similar, they are very likely to have similar meanings (i.e. they are cognates). The threshold for the COGN(T S , T T ) test was empirically set to 0.42. This value depends on the pair of languages in the bitext. The actual implementation of the COGN test includes a language-dependent normalisation step, which strips some suffixes, discards the diacritics, reduces some consonant doubling, etc. This normalisation step was hand written, but, based on available lists of cognates, it could be automatically induced.
Obliqueness
Each token in both sides of a bi-text is characterized by a position index, computed as the ratio between the relative position in the sentence and the length of the sentence. The absolute value of the difference between tokens' position indexes, subtracted from 1 5 , gives the link's "obliqueness". This feature is "context free" as opposed to the locality feature described below.
Locality
Locality is a feature that estimates the degree to which the links are sticking together.
MEBA has three features to account for locality: (i) weak locality, (ii) chunk-based locality and (iii) dependency-based locality.
The value of the weak locality feature is derived from the already existing alignments in a window of N tokens centred on the focused token. The window size is variable, proportional to the sentence length. If in the window there exist k linked tokens and the relative positions of the tokens in these links are <i 1 j 1 >, …<i k j k > then the locality feature of the new link <i k+1 , j k+1 > is defined by the equation below: If the new link starts from or ends in a token already linked, the index difference that would be null in the formula above is set to 1. This way, such candidate links would be given support by the LOC feature (and avoid overflow error). In the case of chunk-based locality the window span is given by the indexes of the first and last tokens of the chunk.
Dependency-based locality uses the set of the dependency links of the tokens in a candidate link for the computation of the feature value. In this case, the LOC feature of a candidate link <i k+1 , j k+1 > is set to 1 or 0 according to the following rule: if between i k+1 and i there is a (source language) dependency and if between j k+1 and j there is also a (target language) dependency then LOC is 1 if i and j are aligned, and 0 otherwise. Please note that in case j k+1 j a trivial dependency (identity) is considered and the LOC attribute of the link <i k+1 , j k+1 > is set to always to 1. 
Collocation
Monolingual collocation is an important clue for word alignment. If a source collocation is translated by a multiword sequence, very often the lexical cohesion of source words can also be found in the corresponding translated words. In this case the aligner has strong evidence for many to many linking. When a source collocation is translated as a single word, this feature is a strong indication for a many to 1 linking.
Bi-gram lists (only content words) were built from each monolingual part of the training corpus, using the log-likelihood score (threshold of 10) and minimal occurrence frequency (3) for candidates filtering.
We used the bi-grams list to annotate the chains of lexical dependencies among the contents words. Then, the value of the collocation feature is computed similar to the dependencybased locality feature. The algorithm searches for the links of the lexical dependencies around the candidate link.
Combining the reified alignments
From a given alignment one can compute a series of properties for each of its links (such as the parameters used by the MEBA aligner). A link becomes this way a structured object that can be manipulated in various ways, independent of the bitext (or even of the lexical tokens of the link) from which it was extracted. We call this procedure alignment reification. The properties of the links of two or more alignments are used for our methods of combining the alignments.
One simple, but very effective method of alignment combination is a heuristic procedure, which merges the alignments produced by two or more word aligners and filters out the links that are likely to be wrong. For the purpose of filtering, a link is characterized by its type defined by the pair of indexes (i,j) and the POS of the tokens of the respective link. The likelihood of a link is proportional to the POS affinities of the tokens of the link and inverse proportional to the bounded relative positions (BRP) of the respective tokens:
where avg is the average displacement in a Gold Standard of the aligned tokens with the same POSes as the tokens of the current link. From the same gold standard we estimated a threshold below which a link is removed from the final alignment.
A more elaborated alignment combination (with better results than the previous one) is modelled as a binary statistical classification problem (good / bad) and, as in the case of the previous method, the net result is the removal of the links which are likely to be wrong. We used an "off-the-shelf" solution for SVM training and classification -LIBSVM 6 (Fan et al., 2005) It is interesting to notice that for the example discussed in Figures 1-4 , the first combiner didn't eliminate the link <you ve i> producing the result shown in Figure 4 . This is because the relative positions of the two words are the same and the POS-affinity of the English personal pronouns and the Romanian auxiliaries is significant. On the other hand, the SVM-based combiner deleted this link, producing the result shown in Figure 3 . The explanation is that, according to the Gold Standard we used, the links between English pronouns and Romanian auxiliaries or main verbs in pro-drop constructions were systematically dismissed (although we claim that they shouldn't and that the alignment in Figure 4 is better than the one in Figure 3 ). The evaluation (according to the Gold Standard) of the SVM-based combination (COWAL), compared with the individual aligners, is shown in Table 3 
Conclusions and further work
Neither YAWA nor MEBA needs an a priori bilingual dictionary, as this will be automatically extracted by TREQ or GIZA++. We made evaluation of the individual alignments in both experimental settings: without a start-up bilingual lexicon and with an initial mid-sized bilingual lexicon. Surprisingly enough, we found that while the performance of YAWA increases a little bit (approx. 1% increase of the F-measure) MEBA is doing better without an additional lexicon. Therefore, in the evaluation presented in the previous section MEBA uses only the training data vocabulary. YAWA is very sensitive to the quality of the bilingual lexicons it uses. We used automatically translation lexicons (with or without a seed lexi-con), and the noise inherently present might have had a bad influence on YAWA's precision. Replacing the TREQ-generated bilingual lexicons with validated (reference bilingual lexicons) would further improve the overall performance of this aligner. Yet, this might be a harder to meet condition for some pairs of languages than using parallel corpora.
MEBA is more versatile as it does not require a-priori bilingual lexicons but, on the other hand, it is very sensitive to the values of the parameters that control its behaviour. Currently they are set according to the developers' intuition and after the analysis of the results from several trials. Since this activity is pretty time consuming (human analysis plus re-training might take a couple of hours) we plan to extend MEBA with a supervised learning module, which would automatically determine the "optimal" parameters (thresholds and weights) values.
It is worth noticing that with the current versions of our basic aligners, significantly improved since the ACL shared word alignment task in June 2005, YAWA is now doing better than MEBA, and the COWAL F-measure increased with 9.4%. However, as mentioned before, these performances were measured on a different tokenization of the evaluation texts and on the partially corrected gold standard alignment (see footnote 1).
